2001 dodge stratus r t transmission

If someone offers to sell you a 2. NOTE: Only the 2. All other available engines are very reliable
with no major problems. Even with regular maintenance, the oil sludge defect eventually
destroys the 2. The only true fix we know about is to put in the larger 3. Also the 2. This issue
was never deemed a safety defect by the Feds, so there was no recall. I shifted back and then
fourth to reverse and then drive, and its got fixed after couple tries. Kinda weird. I'm getting rid
of this car ASAP, due to I'm constantly getting this car repaired and I don't think things are
going to get any better. Here I am, driving or the highway at about 65 mph and the neutral icon
on my dash starts flashing. My car begins to coast to a stop. I was unable to put the car into any
gear other than neutral. So I had the car towed to my mechanic where he discovered it was my
transmission. Therefore my only option is to rebuild the transmission. So here I am, still waiting
for this transmission rebuilding process to end. I love dodge, and will trade this one in when i
get back from mechanic, for a dodge charger. I was really disapointed to discover that my
transmission went out at miles. What was even more discusting is that the dealership where I
bought my car tried to blame it on me by telling me that I should have had my transmission
serviced more often. I hate to tell them but there is no need to service my transmission at miles.
In addition, they told three week prior during an oil change that my fluids were fine. However, at
that point in time my trans fluid was dark brown and was at the early transmission failure stage.
A week later my I heard odd noises and took it back to the shop and they said everything was
good. Finally I took it to another transmission shop who said my transmission is going out and
has been for a while judging by the color of the fluid. I took it back to the shop and they acted
surprised to know my transmission was out. I was driving to the store when night when I
noticed my car acting up The Stratus has never been a particularly powerful machine when
accelerating, but its problem that night was out of the ordinary. By my calculations, I only have
another 20, miles to go before it all craps out again. Never again Dodge, never again Just paid
off this car last year and we were looking forward to driving it to the ground to save money and
escape financing another car. Little did we know that the car would have major problems like a
complete transmission failure. And yesterday, guess what? The transmission we replaced failed
again. Mo' money down the drain. Never buying a Dodge again. My daughter was driving to
work this AM on the Freeway during rush hour. The car suddenly coasted to a stop. She could
not engage any of the gears. She had it towed home; The car is maintained efficiently. Damn
Dodges forever. I see why consumers invest in foreign made autos. I'll never buy American
again.. It took one hour to coast 2. We were told by the services department that our warranty
was expired. We contact Dodge Customer Service hotline and was told that we had to work
something out with the Dealership. We took the car to another shop for a 2nd opinion and they
found a broken linkage in the transmission. The car had miles total. This was our first and last
Dodge. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: replace
transmission 5 reports not sure 3 reports 2nd opinion, will repair, and later trade it 2 reports
computer that runs the transmission failed 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word.
Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Notice a piece of the wave spring that
lodged in the pump gears and destroyed the Find a good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of
repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
Dodge Stratus owners have reported 5 problems related to manual transmission under the
power train category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of Dodge Stratus based on all problems reported for the
Stratus. This issue has happened to my Dodge Stratus 3 times, already. I have a manual
transmission and approximately, every 22, to 24, miles my clutch wears out. The warranty on
the part of course only lasts 12, miles. The third and most recent time occurred in March of
Once again the clutch stopped locking gears into place, rendering the vehicle completely
undrivable. This time I ordered a part myself and had a friend install it for me. The part I ordered
has a lifetime warranty, so needless to say, I feel a little more confident this time. My point here,
is the standard clutch used by Dodge is obviously a sub-standard part, not worthy of
installation into any vehicle. One's clutch should not go out 3 times in as many years. I bought
my car brand new just over 3 years ago now and it does not yet have 75, miles on it. I do not
drive it poorly and grind the clutch. I should not be on my fourth clutch in the vehicle. If you
happen to have a manual transmission in any Dodge and are reading this complaint, I would
recommend extreme caution and if you do end up having a problem, absolutely do not take it to
the dealer. See all problems of the Dodge Stratus. It has only miles and I have found, through
research, that tis transmission produced by Mitsubishi has a very high failure rate. I have had
problems with 2nd gear grinding since new. I failed to mention on my complaint that I had taken
my car in to be looked at due to 'popping' in the clutch. You could hear and feel this pop when
switching gears. This issue would come and go - nothing was ever done about it. We never did

get it where the mechanic could find the problem. This would occur on an irregular intravals and would last maybe a day - maybe up to 3 days and then quit. Was able to get it to the
dealership the first time it happened and the service guy and a mechanic heard it - but they
could do nothing about it that day - gave me an appointment to return for them to look at it more
completely - by then it had quit and they still looked it over - could not find anything that looked
out of the ordinary. The transmission leaks oil. Consumer was driving, stopped at a light, went
to shift to first gear fromm third and shifter handle came off. Car Problems. Manual
Transmission problem of the Dodge Stratus 1. Manual Transmission problem of the Dodge
Stratus 2. Manual Transmission problem of the Dodge Stratus 3. Manual Transmission problem
of the Dodge Stratus 4. Manual Transmission problem of the Dodge Stratus 5. Automatic
Transmission problems. Power Train problems. Automatic Transmission Floor Shift problems.
Transmission Failure problems. Automatic Transmission Cooler problems. Transmission Slip
Out Of Gear problems. Transmission Noise problems. Axle Shaft problems. Nothing is worse
than shifting your car into drive, and the car not moving at all. You may think that you need a
new transmission if this ever happens to you. Don't be alarmed as it just might need an easy
servicing or repair. If you need to troubleshoot your Dodge Stratus transmission, you can do it
without involving a repair shop. You just need about 30 minutes and some simple tools. Take
your Stratus for a drive to warm up the transmission. If the car won't move, then let the engine
run while you shift the transmission through all of the gears. Make sure that you have the
emergency brake set and keep your foot on the brake pedal as you change gears. This will
warm up the transmission. Lift the hood and locate the transmission dipstick. This is a pull-out
stick with the word "Transmission" on it. Pull out the dipstick and clean it off with a shop rag.
Reinsert it and read the level of the fluid to make sure it is full. There is a line on the dipstick
labeled "Full hot. Smell the fluid and examine its color. If the fluid smells burnt or is not red, you
need to change it. Old fluid will ruin the transmission. Align car ramps in front of the front tires
and drive on up them. Set the parking brake. Position a chock behind one of the rear tires for
added safety. Wait for the car to cool down before proceeding. Slide under the car on your back
and locate the transmission attached to the engine. Use a flashlight to inspect the connections.
Make sure that there are no wires hanging down. Look for transmission leaks and linkage that
may be loose. Linkage is what connects the shifter to the transmission. You can see this linkage
on the side of the transmission. Any of these issues can cause the transmission to not operate
properly. Katie B. Marsh is a self-published author, article writer, screenwriter, and inventor.
After graduating from South Coast College of Court Reporting, she worked as a congressional
and freelance court reporter for eight years. She began her writing career in Her content may be
found on amazon. She completed her first screenplay in October Step 1 Take your Stratus for a
drive to warm up the transmission. Step 2 Park the car but leave it running in a well-ventilated
area. Step 3 Lift the hood and locate the transmission dipstick. Step 4 Smell the fluid and
examine its color. Step 5 Align car ramps in front of the front tires and drive on up them. If your
Dodge Stratus is showing a "Check Engine" light, you can hook up an OBD-ll scanner to the
data link port and pull any transmission trouble codes. You can purchase an OBD-ll scanner
from a local auto parts store. Shop rag Car ramps Wheel chock Flashlight. Five problems
related to automatic transmission have been reported for the Dodge Stratus. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
the Dodge Stratus based on all problems reported for the Stratus. Mitsubishi has designed the
wave spring as a fragile two coil piece which has been known to repeatedly break causing
catastrophic failure in the transmission. When broken, all forward and reverse gears
immediately stop functioning and in most instances the vehicle shuts off. Mitsubishi has
recently created an updated version of the wave spring without issuing a recall, a now one piece
design instead of a coil setup which is prone to breaking. All one person would need to find out
about this issue is search the internet with the transmission code f4a51 and this issue is well
documented, even researched by transmission digest. Not only is this a large inconvenience to
most, it is also a hazard to ones life. Mitsubishi should recall all vehicles containing the f4a51
transmission to perform the wave spring and filter update or reimburse those who have already
had it done at their cost. This is an issue that needs to be addressed as if you own a vehicle
with the f4a51 your vehicle will eventually need this repair, if you are still around to do it. I
purchased my vehicle in July The vehicle was okay until Feb, the transmission stopped shifting.
This caused the vehicle to jerk very hard and loose power. The vehicle was taken to a
transmission specialist 3 times and still was not repaired. I was told that he could not fix it. The
vehicle is still doing the same thing and on top of it losing power, it cuts off. This is very unsafe
and can cause an accident. Dealer replaced automatic transmission at very low mileage. While
driving the automatic transmission went out. The vehicle was taken to an independent repair
shop. The transmission had to be replaced. The transmission lasted for only 1 and a half years.

Car Problems. Automatic Transmission problem 1. Automatic Transmission problem 2.
Automatic Transmission problem 3. Automatic Transmission problem 4. Automatic
Transmission problem 5. Other Power Train related problems of the Dodge Stratus. Automatic
Transmission Cooler problems 6. Automatic Transmission Cooler problems. Axle Shaft
problems. Automatic Transmission Control Module problems. Noises During Shifting problems.
Transmission Noise problems. Transmission Solenoid problems. Manual Transmission Shift
Pattern Indicator problems. Automatic Transmission Gear Indicator problems. Manual
Transmission problems. Notes: Some vehicles come with several transmission choices and
could be very confusing. Please make sure to read the transmission description below and in
particular match the engine size, fitting notes and number of speed when applicable with your
vehicle's specifications. To buy a particular transmision, place your order online or call our
sales staff at with the stock number. We will not process your order before verifying with you
the transmission information! If you cannot find the parts you are looking for, please try our
Used Auto Part Locator. See below a sample of our Dodge Stratus Transmission Assembly
inventory. Auto Parts. Order Tracking. Shopping Cart: Items in Cart. Select one Used
Transmissions Store. Year: Select Make: Select Model: Select Buy Cheap! FREE Shipping! Call
Auto Parts Suppliers. Auto Body Parts. Automatic Transmissions. Used Transmissions. Manual
Transmissions. Locating Services. Used Car Parts. Used Parts Leads. Used Parts Search. Used
Auto Part Locator. Used Car Buying Guide. All rights reserved. OEM Recycling Network. Inquire
About This Transmission. Automatic Transmission Convertible, The Stratus is Dodge's
midsized, front-wheel-drive coupe. It's certainly been improved since the last time we drove it.
The biggest improvement: the name. It was previously known as the "Avenger. Come on!
Chrysler marketers have a history of exaggerating their cars' attributes with overreaching
names see the Dodge Dart Swinger and Dodge Caravan Sport. Well, the teenage-y Avenger
nameplate is gone, and "Stratus Coupe" is now used in its place. OK, so the car is now named
after a cloud -- it's still an improvement. What you get with the Stratus Coupe is a decent,
personal, smallish, sporty car. It's a nice car for the money the Stratus Coupe has a cars. Our
esteemed Producer, Doug Berman, opined that the Stratus felt quite a bit like the Mitsubishi
Eclipse, which we liked. And we'll admit, grudgingly, that he was right for once. It has the
engine, transmission, and chassis of the Eclipse. In fact, it's built on the very same assembly
line. The Stratus sedan looks similar but is mechanically different, as it's based on the old
Stratus sedan. Go figure. The engine, a three-liter, horsepower V6, is very smooth and powerful
and pulls the car along easily in almost any gear. Needless to say, it was too powerful for
Tommy's taste, as it exceeds his proposed. The transmission, a five-speed manual, had a good
feel and performed well. The car was easy to drive. A four-speed automatic will set you back
another bucks. The Stratus certainly looks sporty. OK, it looks extremely sporty. But the
suspension is only moderately sporty. Dodge knows the buyers for this car it hopes are likely to
be Americans, and Americans don't want to feel every bump. On the other hand, they made it
sporty enough to take corners without significant body lean. It handles well, overall. One thing
we didn't like was the cumbersome turning circle: your three-point turns may end up more like
seven- or eight-point turns, should you find yourself in the wrong line at the tollbooth. Driving
over the familiar potholes of Our Fair City, we found that the Stratus felt tighter and more solid
than the last Avenger we drove, in our humble opinion. We should admit to our bias: we are not
enamored of coupes. Of course, we're not the target audience either. Like most people who
have families and bellies, we find two-door cars too impractical. If you have kids or dogs, or
shopping bags, you generally want something with four doors. The Stratus has two. It's
designed for a single person, or a couple that values style and performance and is not so
concerned with practicality. This is one of those sporty cars that you have to lower yourself
into, at great risk to your self-respect if not your lumbar region. If the AARP has you on its
mailing list, we suspect you're not going to like this car. Once you've got the door shut, you're
basically sitting down in a hole -- a hole with little headroom, we might add. This is a low car.
Between the low sitting position and the high rear deck, visibility is so poor that you could be
tailgated by the Queen Mary without realizing it. Your overall comfort inside the Stratus Coupe
depends on your perspective. If you're looking for a personal, cozy little "den," with nice leather
seats and a good stereo, in a dark, closed in space, you may find the Stratus provides such a
comforting cocoon. If you have a touch of claustrophobia, you may find the Stratus Coupe
reminiscent of the Mercury space module. First, the good points. The gauges are nice big,
round dials, and there are four of them -- not too many, not too few. The heater controls,
likewise, are models of simplicity, with three round knobs to make the air do what you want it to
do. We particularly liked the vents, which reminded us of old Alfa Romeo vents. There are lots
of old Alfa vents kicking around, by the way, because it turns out it's the only part of the car that
doesn't disintegrate into a pile of rust after a few years. On the nonergonomic side, whose idea

was it to put the cup holder where it would interfere with the shift lever? And, as for the radio,
let's just say that you would be wise to enroll yourself in a postgraduate-level course in
electronics before trying to actually receive a signal. While we're ranting, did you guys at Dodge
ever try to open the trunk of this vehicle? You pop the trunk latch from inside the car, or via the
key fob, but when you go to actually open the trunk there's nothing to grab onto except the
smooth, vertical exterior of the trunk lid. That's what comes of putting styling over basic
usability. Two-door coupes traditionally are marketed to young people. Because they don't have
kids and can afford to be impractical. Plus, they haven't owned a two-door car yet, so they
haven't yet made the vow never to buy a two-door car again. Because the buyers tend to be
young, the styling tends to reflect the latest fashion. And we guess the latest fashion in sporty
cars is, well, bulbous. At least up front. They'd probably call it "muscular. It's clearly a
sporty-looking car, with a tip toward garishness. Our guess is it will appeal more to young fellas
than anyone else. While hardly an outstanding performer in terms of reliability, we'd expect the
Stratus to last well into its second hundred thousand miles, and more if you get it serviced
regularly. Speaking of service, the 3. Expect higher-than-normal costs for service and
maintenance. With a cars. We found ourselves checking and rechecking the price, figuring that
-- given the engine, interior, and other features -- it had to cost a bit more than we thought.
There are other V6-powered midsized coupes on the market, some of which are more polished
and more pleasant than the Stratus. You can get a Toyota Camry Solara or a Honda Accord
coupe, both of which are more refined, but they'll each cost you an extra five grand. That's a lot.
For the same amount of money, there's the Mercury Cougar, which offers the practicality of a
hatchback but is even smaller inside, if memory serves. Finally, there's also the smaller VW
Golf, a car we think very highly of, but it'll never be mistaken for a Camaro at the malt shop, if
that's what you're looking for. The bottom line is that the Stratus provides a sense of personal
luxury at a pretty low price. The trade-off, of course, is that there's room for only you and a pal;
the back seat is really an appendage. By the way, if the fact that the car is named after a cloud
bothers you, you can buy the same car as a Chrysler Sebring. View cars. Make and Model:. Old
url:. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. Behind its smooth exterior shell, the Dodge
Stratus coupe provides a generous interior with genuine legroom in the rear seat, a rare quality
for a two-door performance coupe. Dodge has totally redesigned the mid-size Stratus sedan for
With its sleek new shell and all-new interior, this four-door sedan shares only its name with last
year's Stratus. It rolls on a stiff new platform and is powered by stronger engines, including a
horsepower V6. This new mid-size sedan acts as sporty as a coupe. Better handling and
improved road manners put the Stratus in the same league as the best-selling mid-size cars
from Japan, the Toyota Camry and the Honda Accord. In spite of the sleek styling, there's plenty
of room inside for four people. And the bottom line is attractive. Full Review A totally new
vehicle for , the Dodge Stratus coupe features sleek styling with an aggressive personality. This
mid-size two-door coupe replaces the Dodge Avenger, which is no longer available. However,
the Stratus benefits from a stiff new platform and larger engines, including a horsepower V6. All
rights reserved. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. We
get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights
on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good,
right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content.
Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. A totally new vehicle for , the Dodge Stratus
coupe features sleek styling with an aggressive personality. Hide Full Review. Engine 2. Smart
Buy Program is powered by. See the value of your car and get a cash offer in minutes. Cash Out
or Trade-In. Research Another Vehicle. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site.
Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the
option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you
have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned
off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. It is a very comfortable
vehicle, very good on gas, I've had some issues with the engine that were a bit costly though.
Has a nice 6 CD changer with an amplifier. Really good highway driver will save you money on
gas nice leather interior and a sunroof. There seems to beanItongoing problem with the heating
and cooling system in these model's. My car in particular had a blender door problem in the
temperature control box making the inside air constantly HOT and not allowing the AC to cool at
all. Also the rear struts design for the coil spring aluminum keepers is a malfunction waiting to
happen because when mine broke it allowed the coil spring to push itself against the inside of
the tire wearing a fatal groove in my new tire making it junk. I like the pick up when a tune up
has been done on it cuz it's not like a 4 cylinder vehicle. I also like it cuz it's easy on the gas. I

don't like it cuz it's old and I want to replace it. Change Year. Owner Reviews. For Sale Near Me.
Select Model: SE. Optional Torque: ft. Optional Horsepower: hp. Optional Curb Weight: lbs.
Mechanical Features 2. Compare Models SE. Front Wheel Drive. Gasoline Fuel. Exterior
Features Dark silver metallic grille. Dual black pwr mirrors. Body-color door handles.
Body-color body side moldings. Variable intermittent windshield wipers. Cloth low back
reclining front bucket seats. Instrument panel-inc: tachometer, temp gauge, compass, mini trip
computer. Rear passenger assist handles. Tilt steering column. Dual illuminated visor vanity
mirrors. Instrument panel-inc: tachometer. Leather wrapped shift knob. Remote keyless
entry-inc: 2 transmitters, panic alarm, trunk lid release. Universal garage door opener. Dual
visor vanity mirrors. Warning signals-inc: low washer fluid. Interior lights-inc: glove box, trunk.
Rear window defroster. Trunk internal emergency release. Auxiliary 12V pwr outlet. Front door
map pockets. Front 3-point height adjustable shoulder belts. Rear 3-point seat belts. Latch
ready child seat anchor system. Rear door child safety locks. Richard H wrote on January 4,
Brad Sweedman wrote on October 14, Audrey M wrote on September 25, See All Reviews
Continue to Overview. Toggle Navigation Factory Chrysler Parts. Categories About Us. Select a
Vehicle. Search Go. Dodge Stratus. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil
icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go.
No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue Shopping View Cart.
Tabbing past or clicking of this link will close the Cart. Some restrictions apply. Home Dodge
Stratus. OEM Dodge parts are manufactured by Dodge to maximize the performance of Dodge
Stratus vehicles and provide the certainty that the repair will be done right the first time. Parts
that fit. Parts that perform. Select a Dodge Stratus Year. We are your source for Factory Dodge
Parts. Genuine Dodge parts are the smart choice for repair, maintenance, or upgrade of your
Dodge Stratus. When you choose OEM parts for your vehicle, you're choosing to maintain the
quality and reliability of your vehicle, ensuring peak performance mile after mile. Our extensive
inventory of parts is maintained by the experienced professionals who know your vehicle best,
so yo
2008 chevy silverado fuel injectors
2010 chevy express cargo van
vg30dett transmission
u can trust that you're getting the right parts every time with Factory Chrysler Parts. As a
leading Dodge parts provider online, we set ourselves apart from the crowd with our excellent
customer service, which you can reach by phone or email. Get the right parts for the right price,
right when you want them, with our simple, graphical parts catalog and fast shipping. If you
have any questions about parts, fitment or shipping, just ask. Our experienced staff of parts
specialists is standing by to help. Exterior Accessories. Interior Accessories. Make yourself
comfortable. But as the driver, the majority of your enjoyment takes place in the interior cabin.
Factory Chrysler Parts. Average 4. Great layout. Legal Policies Data Requests. Links My
Information Testimonials. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this
data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please
verify any information in question with a sales representative.

